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Brand & Business Stories 

 
 
 
The connection of brands with stories is pervasive today. Legendary brands professor and Vice 
Chairman of brand consulting firm Prophet, David Aaker notes that brand marketers shouldn’t 
communicate important messages using facts but rather using stories. A narrative, he observes, is 
more likely to capture the consumer’s attention, pique their interest and be remembered.  
 
Aaker calls for the creation of a “signature story” in his book Creating Signature Stories (2018, 
Morgan James). The elements of this story are that it is intriguing, authentic and involves a 
narrative with a strategic message.  This type of story enables a firm to grow by clarifying or 
enhancing its brand, customer relationships, organization, and/or the business strategy. These 
stories represent a critical asset that can be leveraged over time providing inspiration and 
direction both inside and outside the firm.  
 
In addition to being intriguing, authentic and involving, Aaker notes that most strong signature 
stories also utilize one or more story elements such as empathetic characters, emotion, tension, 
surprise, or a challenge to be overcome. Aaker offers an example of a signature story from the 
Internet telecommunications brand Skype. The story features Sarah from Indiana and Paige from 
New Zealand, each born without half of a left arm. Their mothers wanted them to get to know 
each other, but how could they have a relationship when so far apart? The solution was to use 
Skype to connect the two girls on a daily basis so they could share their experiences and create a 
deep friendship. Skype later brought the two girls to New York, where they had an emotional 
meeting. The authenticity of Sarah and Paige and their story helped to participate an emotional 
response. 
 

* * * 
 
Like brands, linking businesses to stories is also pervasive and is much more effective than using 
traditional elements in business like Mission Statements. As one commentator notes, a good 
business founding story takes readers on the journey of the founder of the business, gives them a 
glimpse of who this person is and helps readers gain an emotional buy-in. Just reading your story 
makes people feel better already, so they start imagining how good it would be to work with the 
business. 
 
For example, there is the story of how Jobs and Wozniak built their first computer in a garage or 
how Ben and Jerry started their first ice cream shop in a renovated gas station (after a $5 
correspondence course) or how Disney started as a cartoon studio in the 1920s and now produces 
entertainment on a global scale. 
 
The founder of the Enchanted Marketing site Hennke, provides an interesting creation story 
about the BrewDog business as told by one of the founders James Watt. As Watt writes, “Martin 
and I were bored of the industrially brewed lagers and stuffy ales that dominated the UK beer 
market. We decided the best way to fix this undesirable predicament was to brew our own. 
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Consequently, in April 2007 BrewDog was born. We were both only 24 at the time and leased a 
building in Fraserburgh, got some scary bank loans, spent all our money on stainless steel and 
started making some hardcore craft beers. We brewed tiny batches, filled bottles by hand and 
sold our beers at local markets and out of the back of our beat-up old van. Our biggest mission 
when we set up BrewDog was to make other people as passionate about great craft beer as we 
are. And that is still our biggest mission today.” 
 
Hennke notes that the story is simple but includes enough details to make it fascinating: how 
they leased a building in Fraserburgh at only 24, how they brew in tiny batches, fill bottles by 
hand and sell them at local markets out of the back of their old van. Hennke point out that the 
story is told using four key elements: 
 

1. A problem to solve. 
2. An insight creating a business. 
3. Following the insight to solve the problem 
4. The mission of the business 
 

Put in context of the BrewDog story, the above elements translates into the following: 
 

• A problem to solve industrially brewed lagers and stuffy ales are boring. 
• An insight: to fix the problem of stuffy ales 
• Following the insight: own brewery started 
• Mission: to make more people passionate about craft beer. 

 
In addition to the four-element structure, Hennke also observes that the story is told using 
emotional and sensory words like stuffy ales, scary bank loans, hardcore craft beers and a beat-
up old van. 
 

Business Plans 
 
The modern business environment is filled with information offering paid advice about creating 
business stories. In fact, it is not a stretch to say that matching brands and businesses with stories 
is one of the leading paradigms of modern business creating a new group of story consultants, 
advisors and even “Corporate Storytellers” inside businesses.  
 
As popular as it is, this storytelling meme has stayed pretty much within the environment of the 
currently up and operating businesses rather than with entrepreneurs and their start-up 
businesses. Popular forms for attracting attention of investors and customers to the start-up 
business is that that document called a business plan. But business plan templates are pretty 
much the same as they have always been with the inclusion of a few new sections like 
sustainability and technology. Before the 70s, business plans were largely internal affairs 
undertaken by top company management as part exercise and part putting something in writing 
for others to see.  
 
For years, entrepreneurs have been faced with the rather daunting task of communicating their 
ideas for new businesses via the creation of a business plan. These word rich half “literary” 
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documents have a specific number of sections and are usually between twenty to forty pages in 
length. The sections in business plans have variation but most contain an Introduction or 
Executive Summary and sections like Company and Market Description, Operations, 
Management, Marketing Plan and Financials.   

Perhaps the leading book on business plans today is Successful Business Plan: Secrets & 
Strategies, 7th Edition (2019, Planning Shop) by Rhonda Abrams. The major sections of the 
Abrams book contain the following headings for a business plan. A few areas such as Strategic 
Position, Social Responsibility and Milestones are variations from the standard business plans to 
reflect the modern business environment. 

Executive Summary 
Company Description 
Industry Size & Analysis 
Target Market 
Competition 
Strategic Position & Risk Assessment 
Marketing Plan & Sales Strategy 
Operations 
Technology Plan 
Management & Organization 
Social Responsibility & Sustainability 
Development, Milestones & Exit Plan 
The Financials 
Appendix 

 
However, in our fast-paced, image-filled world, many business advisors and investors feel that 
business plans are a waste of time and that an entrepreneur’s efforts should be placed in other 
areas.  
 
For example, Richard Harroch, Managing Director of VantagePoint Capital, advises in Forbes 
not to waste time on writing a startup business plan. He writes that his many years of experience 
working with startups, entrepreneurs, and venture capitalists has led him to conclude that 
business plans are largely a waste of time because they are time consuming, become outdated 
quickly and have little readership because prospective investors and venture capitalists don’t 
usually have the time or interest to slog through such a document.  
 
Harroch sees VCs somewhat like Hollywood film producers. “They review hundreds if not 
thousands of startup opportunities,” he says. “So, you have to grab their attention with something 
much shorter.” 
 

Pitch Decks 
 
The advice of Harroch (and an increasing number of business advisors) is to create a number of 
slides presenting your business idea called a pitch deck. These slides relate in many ways to the 
sections of a business plan but – unlike business plans – are filled with visual information such 
as graphs, charts and photos making them much easier and less time-consuming to review. 
Usually, pitch decks contain between 10-15 slides as it has been found that audience attention 
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span drifts after this number. Almost all pitch decks start out by stating a problem for consumers 
or businesses that leads to an opportunity and solution presented by the business or product of 
the pitch deck. 
 
While pitch decks are replacing business plans as methods for communicating startup business 
ideas, the pitch deck is not something altogether new. Rather, it is more of an update of that 
pervasive business device and activity known as a PowerPoint Presentation. Originally named 
after the Microsoft program used in creating these presentations, the term PowerPoint 
Presentation became a generic term (like Xerox or Kleenex) to encompass any slide presentation 
related to business.  
 

Pitch Deck A Pitch Deck B Pitch Deck C Pitch Deck D 
Problem Co. Purpose Problem Problem/Pop 
Solution Problem/Opp Vision Solution 
Market Size Solution UVP Biz Model 
Product Why Now Team Technology 
Traction Market Size Milestones Sales/Marketing 
Team Target Market Biz model Competition 
Competition Competition Competition Team 
Financials Product Ask Financials 
Amt. Raised Business Model  Status/Timeline 
 Team  Call to Action 
 Financials   
 Milestones   
    
 Sequoia Capital  Kawasaki 

 
Table 1 

Leading Pitch Deck’s Structure 
 
And, not only do pitch decks represent a hybrid form of the old PowerPoint presentation, the key 
elements in them closely match the key elements in business plans. For example, elements of 
four leading pitch decks are shown in Table 1 above. The respected venture capital firm Sequoia 
Capital elements are in Deck B and well-known entrepreneur Guy Kawasaki’s elements in Deck 
D. Kawasaki advocated the 10-20-30 Rule of PowerPoint, based on the idea that a presentation 
“should have ten slides, last no more than twenty minutes, and contain no font smaller 
than thirty points.” When Kawasaki proposed the 10-20-30 Rule, he also suggested ten topics for 
the slides: the problem, the solution, the business model, the underlying technology, sales and 
marketing, the competition, the team, projections and milestones, status and timeline, and 
summary and call to action. The others represent a consolidation of leading pitch deck elements. 

 
The elements of the above pitch decks, and pitch decks in general, address similar subjects and 
address them in the same order. They describe a Problem, Product, Market, Target Market, 
Competitor, Management Team, Business Model and Financials. These might be listed in greater 
detail below: 
 

1. The problem for consumers or businesses the business/product addresses (Problem) 
2. Opportunity & solution to this problem the business/product solves (Product/Concept) 
3. The number of people/businesses who have this problem (Market Size) 
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4. The people/businesses which problem is the greatest (Target Market) 
5. Other businesses/products attempting to solve this problem (Competition) 
6. The people who will solve this problem (Management Team) 
7. Money made by solving this problem (Business Model/Unique Value Proposition) 
8. Money spent in past and needed in the future for problem (Financials) 

 
The pitch deck that comes closest to all of the above requirements is the Sequoia Capital (SC) 
deck. We will use this one in considering elements of a pitch deck in this paper since SC is one 
of the leading VC firms. With this in mind, it is instructive to compare the elements of a business 
plan from the leading book on business plans (Successful Business Plan, 7th Edition, by Abrams) 
with the elements of the SC pitch deck. We make this comparison in Table 2 below. 

 
Business Plan SC Pitch Deck  
Executive Summary Co. Purpose 
Company Description Problem/Opp 
Industry Size & Analysis Solution 
Target Market Why Now 
Competition Market Size 
Strategic Position & Risk Assessment Target Market 
Marketing Plan & Sales Strategy Competition 
Operations Product 
Technology Plan Business Model 
Management & Organization Team 
Social Responsibility & Sustainability Financials 
Development, Milestones & Exit Plan Milestones 
The Financials  
Appendix  

Table 2 
Leading Business Plan Elements Compared to Leading Pitch Deck Elements 

 
As one can see, there are many similarities between the elements of the leading business plan 
structure and leading pitch deck structure. Might it be time to consider merging both of these into 
a new hybrid pitch deck form? But then, are pitch decks themselves the last word in presenting 
business ideas today? Is it time to move onto some more effective form of communicating 
business ideas? Where will answers to these questions come from? Will they come from the 
world of business or from another area? 
 
Often, the most creative ideas come not from digging deeper into a particular area but rather in 
discovering relationships (correspondences) between different areas. In this sense, perhaps the 
answer for creating a new way of communicating business ideas might not come from the 
business world but another area, such as the entertainment world. 
 

Pitch Decks Used to Sell Screenplays 
 
One of the most promising areas to examine for creating a new type of pitch deck is the 
entertainment world and specifically, the movie industry.  Interestingly, pitch decks are already 
being used as a modern way of pitching films to producers and studios. In the 7/7/18 issue of 
Script Magazine, the world’s largest screenwriting magazine, Hollywood actor, writer and 
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director Nick Sadler observes that the pitch deck is becoming an essential tool for film and 
television writers.  
 
As Sadler notes, “Over the past year I’ve witnessed an interesting development in how film and 
television projects are being considered. Executives, agents, and buyers are asking if there is a 
pitch deck they can see prior to reading the script or even discussing interest in a project. This is 
occurring with the studios and the networks, as well as with independent financiers. It’s 
transpiring across genres and budgets, with produced writers as well as those just beginning their 
career.” From his discussions with industry professionals, he has learned that a pitch deck is 
easier to digest and is much less time consuming than reading a script. Film executives have told 
Sadler that they are “slammed with scripts” and “a deck cuts through the noise.” 
 
Sadler offers advice on what to put into pitch decks for film projects such Hollywood concerns 
like a log line, key art, synopsis, main characters, producing team, key creatives, casting ideas 
and a statement from the director, writer and producer.  

The pitch deck allows the screenwriter to share two narratives. Sadler notes that these are the 
story of the film and the story of its creation such as the inspiration, passion and vision. As 
Sadler notes, “From the moment you introduce your project, you control the narrative.” The skill 
sets involved in creating a great deck incorporate the talents of the graphic artist, copywriter, 
narrative writer, storyboard artist, line producer, and art director, all guided by an overriding 
vision of the project. 
 

Screenplays Structure for Pitch Decks 
 
One area not discussed by Sadler is the use of screenplay techniques in creating Hollywood pitch 
decks. The content in the pitch decks for films are is relevant information for a film producer but 
it has little structure to it. In presenting information on a screenplay to a producer, it seems a 
logical idea is to present this information using the dramatic structure of a screenplay. 
 
This seems an area worthy of exploration for exploring in creating Hollywood pitch decks. 
However, our focus here is on application of screenplay structure to pitch decks. Books and 
theories on screenplay structure represent an entire cottage industry in Hollywood with various 
screenplay gurus owning particular “brands” of screenplay structure. I am guilty of having read 
too many of them. 
 
Yet, it can be argued that the leading structure for current Hollywood screenplays is the Save the 
Cat (STC) structure developed by the late Blake Snyder in his Save the Cat theory and book. The 
STC structure is based on 15 steps (beats) in a screenplay story. These beats are not haphazard 
ideas but were discovered by Snyder from looking at the structure of hundreds of films. Since 
Snyder passed away in 2009, his system has only grown to be written about in more books and 
articles and applied in analyzing hundreds of movies. The 15 steps in story structure of the STC 
system are divided into a three-act structure and briefly listed below in Figure 1. 
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____________________________________________________ 
 

ACT I 
 

1. Opening Image – A visual that represents the struggle & tone of the story. A snapshot of the main 
character’s problem, before the adventure begins. 

2. Set-up – Expand on the “before” snapshot. Present the main character’s world as it is, and what is 
missing in their life. 

3. Theme Stated (happens during the Set-up) – What your story is about; the message, the truth. Usually, it 
is spoken to the main character or in their presence, but they don’t understand the truth…not until they have 
some personal experience and context to support it. 

4. Catalyst – The moment where life as it is changes. It is the telegram, the act of catching your loved-one 
cheating, allowing a monster onboard the ship, meeting the true love of your life, etc. The “before” world is 
no more, change is underway. 

5. Debate – But change is scary and for a moment, or a brief number of moments, the main character 
doubts the journey they must take. Can I face this challenge? Do I have what it takes? Should I go at all? It 
is the last chance for the hero to chicken out. 

6. Break Into Two (Choosing Act Two) – The main character makes a choice and the journey begins. We 
leave the “Thesis” world and enter the upside-down, opposite world of Act Two. 

ACT II 

7. B Story – This is when there’s a discussion about the Theme – the nugget of truth. Usually, this 
discussion is between the main character and the love interest. So, the B Story is usually called the “love 
story”. 

8. The Promise of the Premise – This is the fun part of the story. This is when Craig Thompson’s 
relationship with Raina blooms, when Indiana Jones tries to beat the Nazis to the Lost Ark, when the 
detective finds the most clues and dodges the most bullets. This is when the main character explores the 
new world and the audience is entertained by the premise they have been promised. 

9. Midpoint – Dependent upon the story, this moment is when everything is “great” or everything is 
“awful.” The main character either gets everything they think they want (“great”) or doesn’t get what they 
think they want at all (“awful”). But not everything we think we want is what we actually need in the end. 

10. Bad Guys Close In – Doubt, jealousy, fear, foes both physical and emotional regroup to defeat the 
main character’s goal, and the main character’s “great”/“awful” situation disintegrates. 

11. All is Lost – The opposite moment from the Midpoint: “awful”/“great”. The moment that the main 
character realizes they’ve lost everything they gained, or everything they now have has no meaning. The 
initial goal now looks even more impossible than before. And here, something or someone dies. It can be 
physical or emotional, but the death of something old makes way for something new to be born. 

12. Dark Night of the Soul – The main character hits bottom, and wallows in hopelessness. The Why hast 
thou forsaken me, Lord? moment. Mourning the loss of what has “died” – the dream, the goal, the mentor 
character, the love of your life, etc. But, you must fall completely before you can pick yourself back up and 
try again. 

13. Break Into Three (Choosing Act Three) – Thanks to a fresh idea, new inspiration, or last-minute 
Thematic advice from the B Story (usually the love interest), the main character chooses to try again. 

ACT III 
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14. Finale – This time around, the main character incorporates the Theme – the nugget of truth that now 
makes sense to them – into their fight for the goal because they have experience from the A Story and 
context from the B Story. Act Three is about Synthesis! 

15. Final Image – opposite of Opening Image, proving, visually, that a change has occurred within the 
character. 
 

____________________________________________________ 
 

Figure 1 
Save The Cat Screenplay Structure 

 
 
While the task of translating the above steps of Snyder’s Save the Cat screenplay structure into a 
pitch deck might seem daunting, it is important we not lose sight of the main idea here of 
applying dramatic structure to business slide presentations in the form of pitch decks. (It can be 
argued that dramatic structure can also be applied to business plans as we’ve argued in a 
previous article. But is this something to focus on if business plan use is declining?)  
 

 
Act STC Screenplay Business Plan SC Pitch Deck  
I Image (Problem) Executive Summary Co. Purpose 
 Set-Up Company Description Problem/Opp 
 Theme Stated Industry Size & Analysis Solution 
 Catalyst Target Market Why Now 
 Debate Competition Market Size 
 Break to Two Strategic Position & 

Risk Assessment 
Target Market 

II B Story Marketing Plan & Sales 
Strategy 

Competition 

 Premise Promise Operations Product 
 Midpoint Technology Plan Business Model 
 Bad Guys Close Management & 

Organization 
Team 

 All Lost Social Responsibility & 
Sustainability 

Financials 

 Dark Night Development, 
Milestones & Exit Plan 

Milestones 

 Break to Three The Financials  
III Finale Appendix  
 Finale Image   

Table 3 
Screenplay Elements Compared to Business Plan & Pitch Deck Elements 

 
Yet, a comparison between the structure of Save the Cat and the business plan and pitch deck in 
Table 2 shows similarity of elements appearing under different names. The comparison becomes 
clearer when we place the STC structure next to the four pitch decks in Table 3 above. 
 
In the left column are placed the major three act structure of the STC method and in the column 
next to this the major structural beats of STC are placed. The words in the STC column represent 
the key words in the 15 sentences above describing the elements of the STC.  
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From Table 3, one can see that screenplays open with a Main Character (Hero/Heroine) who has 
a problem and comes to search for a solution to this problem and finds a plan for this solution in 
a particular person or team of people that offer a product. However, in moving towards the 
solution to the problem, the Hero/Heroine is met by “Bad Guys” or “Competition” that need to 
be engaged for the Hero to win and arrive at success.  
 
Can screenplay structure (dramatic structure) be mixed with pitch deck structure to create a new 
hybrid pitch deck? While there are many similarities between screenplay structure and pitch deck 
structure, is there a more effective, dramatic structure in the order of the elements of pitch decks?  
And, perhaps most importantly, just who is this Main Character/Hero or this new type of pitch 
deck? Is it the Product offered by the business? Or, is it the Customer being pitched to?  
 

The Customer as Hero of a Brand 
 
The key element of business plans and pitch decks is the product being presented to the 
audience. The key element in screenplays is not a product but the hero. For many years, 
marketers assumed that the hero of business plans and pitch deck presentations was a product. 
This paradigm of product as hero permeated all areas of marketing and advertising. The product 
was always the hero of a commercial or an advertisement.  
 
All of this changed in 2017 when Donald Miller published Building A Story Brand. 
Similar to Snyder’s Save the Cat, Miller’s book has created another cottage industry with 
seminars around the country advising clients how to apply the story concepts to business brands. 
While creating a business story is the buzz word in marketing today, it was Miller who was the 
first to create a bridge between business and screenplay story structure.  
 
In applying screenplay structure to a brand, Miller strips down the number of steps contained in 
the STC method from fifteen steps to seven steps.  The seven “beats” in the Miller system are 
represented below by noting that every story has the following parts. 
 

1. A MAIN CHARACTER (CUSTOMER) has a  
2. PROBLEM that they can’t resolve and then meets a 
3.A GUIDE who steps in and gives them a 
4. PLAN and also 
5. CALLS THEM TO ACTION to help them avoid 
6. FAILURE so that they can achieve 
7. SUCCESS 

 
The Miller story structure above finds more of a similarity to the early screenplay structure 
expounded by Syd Field in his famous book Screenplay that proposed a simple three-act 
structure for screenplays with the elements of Act I (Set-Up), an Act II (Confrontation) and an 
Act III (Resolution). Miller’s seven steps can be further defined and placed within Field’s 
original three-act structure as shown in Figure 2 below.  
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____________________________________________________ 
 

Act I (Set-Up) 
 

A Character 
• The client (customer) is the hero, not you or your brand 
• ID what the client wants to make him feel invited into the story you tell 

Has a Problem 
• A problem has disrupted, in a big or small way in your client’s life 
• Don’t sell a solution to an external problem (like everyone else) 
• People buy solutions to INTERNAL problems (and if you offer them this, they’ll be passionate 

evangelists for you) 
And meets a Guide 

• Clients don’t want another hero; they want a guide. 
• Guides show up in almost every movie — Obi-Wan, Yoda, Haymitch, etc. 
• They don’t have time to read YOUR story, they want a guide for their OWN story 

 
Act II (Confrontation) 

 
Who gives them a Plan 

• Clients trust guides who have a plan and information on how to solve their problem 
And calls them to Action 

• People don’t take action unless told to. They must be challenged. There must be a reason, an 
outside force. 

• In real life: people take action when their story challenges them to. 
 

Act III (Resolution) 
 
That helps them avoid Failure 

• Everybody wants to avoid a tragic ending. 
• Question: what’s at stake? If nothing is gained/lost, it doesn’t matter. 
• Ex: Wendy’s ad was “where’s the beef?” implying that their competitors don’t use enough meat. 

And ends in Success 
• Never assume folks understand how your business can change their lives — tell them. 

 
____________________________________________________ 

 
Figure 2 

Building A Story Brand Structure 
 
 
The Miller structure is added to our expanding comparisons between screenplays, business plans 
and pitch decks in Table 4 below. While Miller moves business stories towards screenplay 
structure, perhaps the major contribution of Miller is the paradigm shift he offers in the narrative 
perspective contained in advertising and marketing. Now, for the first time, the Product of the 
company is no longer the Hero of the presentation, advertisement or commercial. Rather, the 
customer (client) becomes the hero/heroine of the story. In the Miller structure, the guide the 
customer meets in the third step of the Brand Story structure is really the company (behind the 
presentation) who introduces them to a plan contained in the brand that has the ability to solve 
their problem.  
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By shifting the hero of the business story from product to customer, the customer (audience) of 
the presentation is shifted from a third person perspective, looking from the outside at the product, 
to a direct first-person participation in the story as the Hero of the story. It is no longer the story of 
the brand or product of the business. Rather, it is the story of the person listening to the story. It 
becomes their story and their journey to that particular place the product offers. As Miller says, 
“Everybody wants to be taken somewhere. If we don’t tell people where we’re taking them, they’ll 
engage another brand.” It is Miller’s feeling that thousands of companies shut their doors every 
year, not because they don’t have a great product, but because potential customers can’t figure out 
how that product will make their lives better. “Presenting a conflict is one thing, but making your 
prospect want to act requires a bit of finesse.”  
 
In Table 4 below, we place the Miller’s Story Brand elements onto our developing comparisons 
with the screenplay, business plan and pitch deck elements. The Miller structure has been added 
to the right of the STC structure. As business storyteller Andy Raskin notes in Forbes, “When 
you assert that your prospects have a problem, you put them on the defensive. They may be 
unaware of the problem, or uncomfortable admitting they suffer from it. But when you highlight 
a shift in the world, you get prospects to open up about how that shift affects them, how it scares 
them, and where they see opportunities. Most importantly, you grab their attention.”  
 
 

Act STC Screenplay Story Brand Business Plan SC Pitch Deck  
I Image (Problem) Hero/Customer  Executive Summary Co. Purpose 
 Set-Up Problem Company Description Problem/Opp 
 Theme Stated Guide Industry Size & Analysis Solution 
 Catalyst Plan Target Market Why Now 
 Debate Action Call Competition Market Size 
 Break to Two Avoid Fail Strategic Position/ Risk Assess. Target Market 
II B Story Success Marketing Plan & Sales Strategy Competition 
 Premise Promise  Operations Product 
 Midpoint  Technology Plan Biz Model 
 Bad Guys Close  Management & Organization Team 
 All Lost  Social Responsibility   Financials 
 Dark Night  Development, Milestones, Exit  Milestones 
 Break to Three  The Financials  
III Finale  Appendix  
 Finale Image    

Table 4 
Screenplay Elements Compared to Story Brand, Business Plan & Pitch Deck Elements 

 
Advice from a few of the great screen gurus today admonish that discovering the real Hero or 
Heroine in a story is often the crucial task for the writer/author to decide before almost anything 
else in the story. In this sense, should we always assume the Miller system and look at the 
customer as the Hero/Heroine in the above structures?  
 
Certainly, the customer is the hero in the Miller system but is the customer also the hero of 
business plans and pitch decks? One of the distinctions that need to be made is that the Miller 
system is a story system for a brand or product. On the other hand, screenplays, business plans 
and pitch decks are not about creating brand stories than creating business stories. Assuming that 
both are the same thing is a mistake. In other words, the Hero for a brand might/should be a 
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customer while the Hero for a start-up company (that seldom has a brand) is on the founder of 
the company and the management team.  
 

Correspondence & Sequence of Elements 
 
We have placed two leading story forms next to two leading business forms. Screenplay 
structure is used for dramatic entertainment while story brand, business plans and pitch decks are 
used for presenting business brands and ideas. There are important questions to ask as we move 
towards discovering the elements and structure of a new hybrid form of start-up document.  
 
First of all, we need to see if a correspondence (horizontal relationship) can be found between 
elements on the story elements in the left three columns of Table 4 and the business plan and 
pitch deck elements of the right two columns to create a set of hybrid elements. For example, 
does the Management Team in the elements of business plans and pitch decks equal the Hero in 
a screenplay structure?   
 
Second of all, once a set of hybrid elements are established, we need to place them into the most 
effective dramatic sequence (vertical) order.  
 
Can the structures from the three left columns be combined with those of the two right columns 
to create the most effective dramatic structure for entrepreneurs in presenting start-up business 
ideas? Using the example from the above paragraph, if the Management Team is considered the 
Hero/Heroine of a business plan/pitch deck story, it makes sense to introduce them at the 
beginning of the hybrid structure rather than towards the end as listed in the Table 4 business 
plan and pitch deck. Figure 1 below shows a possible structure for this story mixing dramatic 
elements and beats with business plan and pitch deck elements.  
 

____________________________________________________ 
 

Act I 
Hero/Founder sees a problem 

Beginning Image  
Set Up 

Some catalyst leads to idea for a solution to the problem 
Forms company to create product to solve solution  

Purpose of company  
Theme states 
Company description 
Management Organization  
Team 
Social responsibility 

Outside Context (World) 
Target market (Those who benefit the most from product) 
Industry size (All who might benefit from product) 
 

Act II 
Action plan to create product 
 Marketing plan & sales strategy  

Company as Guide 
Technology plan 
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Competition  
Others providing solution to the problem 
Bad guys close in 
All is lost 
 

Act III 
Financials  

Payback for involvement 
Milestones (In all above) 
Final Image 

___________________________________________________________ 
 

Figure 3 
Hybrid Dramatic Structure  

 
 
The earlier parts of the structure have more correspondence between dramatic and business 
elements as there is little disagreement that Heroes/Heroine’s need to go first in a story. From 
this point onward, we have attempted to match elements under the broad dramatic three-act 
structure that has held sway for so many years over Hollywood screenwriters. That is, before it 
was “deconstructed” into smaller and smaller pieces (beats) by the post-modern group of 
screenwriting gurus and their screenwriter students.  
So, while the STC structure is the most popular in Hollywood at the present time, this does not 
mean that it will always stay in this position and not be challenged by other structures and 
theories. What seems fairly certain not to change is the element of conflict inherent in all 
dramatic stories. Conflict is necessary to tell a story. And, for conflict you need 1) a protagonist 
(Hero/Heroine) who 2) wants something and 3) an antagonist (Villain) who works to prevent the 
protagonist from achieving what they want. The forces that work against the protagonist give 
conflict, energy and ultimately drama to the story.  
 
The Hybrid Dramatic Structure illustrated in Figure 3 is not meant to be written in stone but 
rather attempts to explore connections between dramatic structure and the structure of business 
plans and presentations. A new form for start-up businesses in pitch-decks is already replacing 
business plans and soon a new form is sure to begin replacing pitch-decks. 
 

Images  
 
Much of this paper’s focus has been on structuring words to tell a story. However, words suggest 
images and the most effective words in a story suggest the most effective images to tell the story. 
In this sense, a story (and certainly a film story created from a screenplay) can be viewed as a 
sequence of images that correspond to the dramatic structure of the story. In screenplays, 
dramatic structure is marked by the various “beats” or steps in the screenplay structure. 
 
For example, consider structure in the STC system used in this paper. It contains 15 major 
“beats” or steps in the movement of the story from beginning to end. In the Hybrid Dramatic 
Structure (HDS) in Figure 3 above, a business presentation would follow the STC structure by 
starting with a Beginning Image (STC beat 1) and ending with a Final Image (STC beat 15). In 
other words, just as in a STC screenplay structure, the suggestion of the HDS in Figure 3 is that a 
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particular image represents the beginning and end images in the story of the start-up business 
presented. In effect, the Hero/Heroine business in a world with a problem and then in a world 
with the problem solved. These beginning and final images serve as “bookends” for the story.  
 
The same reasoning applies to the other elements in the dramatic structure of the business 
presentation. For instance, the creator of a business story should consider images for the various 
steps in the HDS. As an example, the HDS should consider an image for a catalyst event leading 
to the solution of the problem, or for the company organization, or team or target market.  
 

Metaphors 
 
Metaphors are useful tools in creating dramatic start-up business stories. These literary 
devices create implied comparisons between two things. For example, consider the 
comparison between the word “silk” and a singer’s voice in the phrase “the silk of the singer’s 
voice.” In contrast to metaphors are the explicit comparisons of the simile which 
uses like or as, as in “a voice smooth like silk.” The use of metaphors takes a leap beyond 
rational to an identification or fusion of two objects. This results in a new entity that has 
characteristics of both things being compared. In the above example, the voice isn’t like silk 
(as it would be in a simile). Rather, it is silk.  
 
Metaphors fill everyday language. A few examples are: the snow is a white blanket; he is a 
shining star; her long hair was a flowing golden river; Tom’s eyes were ice as he stared at her; 
the children were flowers grown in concrete gardens; kisses are the flowers of affection; the 
falling snowflakes are dancers and the calm lake was a mirror. As Merriam Webster Dictionary 
notes, many critics regard the making of metaphors as a system of thought antedating or 
bypassing logic. While the metaphor is the fundamental language of poetry, it is common on 
all levels and in all kinds of language. 

Perhaps the greatest explorer of metaphors in a business context is former Harvard Business 
School professor Gerald Zaltman who discovered seven “deep” metaphors during years of 
research with thousands of consumers. In his book Metaphoria (HBS Press, 2008) he lists 
these deep metaphors as balance, journey, transformation/change, container, connection, 
resource and control. He believes the seven deep metaphors are surface expressions of hidden 
thoughts and patterns that shape people’s lives and are universal in nature. Zelman believes deep 
metaphors and emotions are siblings: both are hardwired in our brains and shape social contexts 
and experiences. The seven deep metaphors are listed in Figure 4. 

___________________________________________________________ 
1. The first deep metaphor is balance, which includes ideas such as harmony, equilibrium, 

adjustment and maintenance and offsetting of forces. Such as physical balance, moral and social 
balance as well as psychological balance. Zaltman suggests that psychological imbalance may be 
expressed when talking about being, out of sorts, down, feeling off.  
 

2. The second deep metaphor is transformation, which involves changes statuses or states. For 
example, emotionally speaking if we undergo a major life change someone may say we need an 
“attitude adjustment.” There can be both positive and negative transformations, surprised or 
anticipated. Zaltman proposes that virtually all products and services are tied to transformation. 
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“The presence or absence of transformation and the qualities of past, present and future 
transformations create a viewing lens that services as a powerful, automatic, and unconscious way 
of evaluating experience.” 

 
3. The third deep metaphor is journey, which Zaltman concludes is rooted in our awareness of time, 

evolution, progress, and maturation. People may experience themselves on a journey, for example, 
“life is a journey”, or may experience others on a journey. One’s journeys may involve many 
obstacles, setbacks. The authors believe that understanding the theme behind one’s journey can 
make interactions with someone more successful.  

 
4. The fourth deep metaphor they examine is container, keeping things in or out. These may be 

positive or negative and involve physical, psychological and social states. These are boundaries or 
borders if you will. For example, “the old phrase you are what you eat is a caution that what enters 
your body defines both its status and event that of another powerful container, one’s self-identity.” 

 
5. The fifth metaphor is connection, how the need to relate to oneself and others the authors state 

affects consumers thinking. At the core of all humans is the basic need of affiliation, and thus 
often drives our behaviors. Zaltman propose products and services can be a device in which either 
provides engagement or disengagement or both. They feel that this can be a major viewing lens for 
understanding behavior. Zaltman ascertains that connection drives interest in internet chat rooms, 
brand-oriented clubs and dating services.  

 
6. The sixth deep metaphor is resources, which are capacities or abilities that people use to restore or 

to achieve certain states; they are associated with feelings of satisfaction and survival. A resource 
may be physical or intangible, and act as agents enabling humans to obtain their goals. Zaltman 
believe that there are more resources in a person’s mind frame other than food, water, money and 
fuel. For example, calling a person who helped you out a “lifesaver” involves a deeper meaning.  

 
7. The seventh deep metaphor is control. Zaltman notes it arises from a basic human motivation to 

control ourselves, situations and others. This does not simply include power and authority but 
could have deeper frames involved such as when someone says they feel powerless, could cause 
use to act a certain way to add to sense of control. Zaltman observes that this is why we often are 
responsive to Nike’s campaign of Just Do It.  

___________________________________________________________ 
 

Figure 4 
Seven Deep Metaphors 

Metaphors help in developing dramatic business stories as they weld two things together into a 
powerful new image. The new Hybrid Dramatic Structure for presenting business ideas needs to 
consider these seven deep metaphors and how one of them might relate to the business being 
presented. Consumers surround product buy decisions in one of these seven deep metaphors and 
the audience for presentations using HDS are certainly consumers. 

 
Story Attributes 

 
We have discussed story elements and dramatic structure in this article. But in addition to these, 
a powerful business story will also have certain attributes. David Aaker observes three key 
attributers of stories in his book Creating Signature Stories. In effect, it will need to be 
intriguing, authentic and involving.  
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By intriguing, Aaker notes it must grab attention and be thought-provoking, novel, informative, 
inspiring, exceptionally relevant, humorous and/or awe-creating. As an example, Aaker asks us 
to consider a story that begins, “It was drab and rainy day in mid-May 1931 when the 28-year-
old Neil McElroy, the advertising manager of P&G’s Camay soap, sat down at his Royal 
typewriter and wrote perhaps the most significant memo in modern marketing history.” Aaker 
notes that this type of opening is intriguing and makes us ask things like why the memo and why 
was it important and who is this guy and what happened to him?  We are instantly drawn in. 
 
The attribute of authenticity is about whether the settings, characters and challenges in the story 
feel real. If not Aaker notes that the story is likely to be perceived as phony, contrived or a 
transparent selling effort. One needs to ask if there is substance behind the story and its message. 
Aaker reminds of the Skype signature story mentioned above that features Sarah from Indiana 
and Paige from New Zealand, each born without half of a left arm. The authenticity of Sarah and 
Paige and their story helped those who heard the story participate in an emotional response to it.  
 
Finally, Aaker observes that a story must be involving by drawing people into it. In this sense, 
Aaker asks if the story makes people care and does it stimulate a cognitive response, such as a 
belief change, or an emotional response, such as feelings of warmth or awe. Will it cause the 
viewer to act by maybe by passing along the story to others? Aaker notes that “A weak, shallow 
signature story is likely to result in a passive audience.” Aaker offers the example of the Knorr 
soup brand that was trying to determine flavor preferences. It asked people to have a foodie date 
with someone they had not previously met, but who had a similar flavor personality as measured 
by a flavor profiler. The proviso was that they had to feed their partners – no eating on their own. 
A video of seven participating couples offered fun, humor and many tender moments, and helped 
generate 100 million views. The audience was drawn into the awkward meeting, the test and the 
resulting relationships, ultimately creating a signature story for the brand. 
 

Story Topics 
 
The start-up story does not always have to be about the company or brand as Hero or the 
customer as Hero (as in the Miller system). In Creating Signature Stories, Aaker notes that 
“signature stories have all kinds of heroes” and that often these stories are employees. He notes 
that the Hero can also be a product or a service or an organization program, a founder, a 
revitalization strategy, a growth strategy, a brand, a brand endorser or a supplier. Some of the 
diverse parts of a business or brand that these stories can reflect are listed by Aaker in Figure 2 
below. 
 

__________________________________________ 

The brand heritage 
“Where did the brand come from and what are the implications?”  

The brand vision 
“What do I stand for?”  

The brand personality 
“Who am I?” “How can my customer relationship be described in human terms?”  
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The value proposition 
“What are the brand’s benefits, points of parity, and points of differentiation?”  

The types of customers served 
“How would you describe the user and nonuser?”  

The nature of the customer relationship 
“Does the brand take on a relationship role such as mentor, friend, or advisor?”  

A program linked to the brand and the interests of customers 
“Is the brand an active partner in a customer interest area?”  

The bases for customer loyalty 
“How does the brand achieve satisfaction, liking, and passion among customers?”  

The core organizational values 
“What are the underlying values and supporting programs of the organization?”  

The business strategy 
“Where am I going? What is the story arc for how I will get there?”  

__________________________________________ 
Figure 2 

Signature Stories Can Affect Different Parts of a Company’s Brand or Product  
 
The ideas of Aaker in Creating Signature Stories are not particularly directed at start-up 
businesses and entrepreneurs but more at existing businesses and brands. However, 
entrepreneurs and start-up businesses can learn much from the world’s great brand master about 
stories for any phase of the life of a business idea.  
 
The challenge is indeed finding relationships between our leading form of dramatic structure and 
leading forms used for communicating start-up ideas and businesses. Perhaps building some new 
model for presenting start-up business stories. Yet, any new model must find some way of 
working into this model the story attributes and topics Aaker discusses. 
 

Alchemy of a New Type of Business Communication    
 
The elements described above are the ingredients to be mixed together in creating a new form of 
dramatic device for communicating new business ideas. Business start-up documents are really a 
new type of hybrid screenplay. As such, a story is presented in a sequence of beats that relate to 
the elements of traditional business plans and pitch decks. Relationships between dramatic 
structure and business plans need to be explored and these relationships placed in a dramatic 
order. The best images and metaphors need to be connected to the steps of the story. The key 
story attributes of intriguing, authentic and involving need to serve as an overall check on the 
final production. There is still much work to be done in creating this new type of business 
communication. But for those early pioneers who pursue this, the rewards might be very 
surprising and inspiring.  
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